
DATA S2 DISTANCE MATRIX CALCULATIONS1

This section outlines the theory behind and the formulae for each of the distance matrices used. Distance2

matrices are applied to the matrix X = [xic] where i = 1,2, . . . ,n (n is the total number of objects);3

k = 1,2, . . . ,m (m is the total number of variables). The number of categories of the cth variable is denoted4

as Cc , absolute frequency as f , and relative frequency as p.5

• Simple Matching is the simplest approach to creating a distance matrix, awarding 1 to observations
that are the same and 0 if not (Eq. 1 Gower, 1967). This is the approach used for Gower’s similarity
measure of nominal data:

SSM(xic,x jc) =

{
1 ifxic = x jc
0 otherwise (1)

• Eskin et al. (2002) uses a simple matching criteria where a value of 1 is assigned if the values match
and gives more weight to mismatches on variables that have more categories (Eq. 2). Mismatches
on binary variables are given the lowest similarity values:

SES(xic,x jc) =


1 if i and j agree on c

n2
c

n2
c +2

otherwise
(2)

where nc is the number of categories in the cth variable.6

• Inverse occurrence frequency has the same approach as Eskin but give less weight to mismatches
on variables that have more categories. This uses the absolute frequencies of observed categories:

SIOF(xic,x jc) =

 1 ifxic = x jc
1

1+ log f (xic)× f (x jc)
otherwise (3)

• When comparing two observations of a given variable Goodall’s measure takes into account relative7

frequencies of categories (Eq. 4; Goodall, 1966). A similarity value is assigned based on the8

normalised similarity between the two observations, where the similarity value is higher if it occurs9

infrequently. This method takes into account that individuals attributes occur stochastically and10

independently in a population:11

SGD(xic,x jc) =

{
1−∑q∈Q p2(q) ifxic = x jc

0 otherwise
,Q⊆ Xi : ∀q, p(q)≥ (xic) (4)

• Lin is an information theoretic definition of similarity based on relative frequencies (Lin, 1998).12

Weights are given to both matches and mismatches where more frequent matches get higher weights,13

and lower weights are given to infrequent categories that mismatch:14

SLN(xic,x jc) =

{
2ln p(xic) ifxic = x jc

2ln(p(xic)+ p(x jc)) otherwise (5)
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